Research conducted by the In-Space
of 3 through TRL 6 . Activities under the different technology areas are selected through the NASA Research Announcement (NRA) process. The ISP Program goal is to mature a suite of reliable advanced propulsion technologies that will promote more cost efficient missions through the reduction of interplanetary mission trip time, increased scientific payload mass fraction, and allowing for longer onstation operations. These propulsion technologies will also enable missions with previously inaccessible orbits (e.g., non-Keplerian, high solar latitudes).
The ISP Program technology suite has been prioritized by an agency wide study'. Solar Sail propulsion is one of ISP's three high-priority technology areas. Solar sail propulsion systems will be required to meet the challenge of monitoring and predicting space weather by the Office of Space Science's (OSS) Living with a Star (LWS) program. Near-to-mid-term mission needs include monitoring of solar activity and observations at high solar latitudes. Near-term work funded by the ISP solar sail propulsion project is centered around the quantitative demonstration of scalability of present solar sail subsystem designs and concepts to future mission requirements through ground testing, computer modeling and analytical simulations. The second of two SSP research elements in the ISTP cycle 1 called for set of integrated set of simulation tools to predict the trajectory, maneuvers, and propulsive performance of a solar sail during a representative flight profile. The solicitation encouraged that these tools should be able to be integrated into an optimal GNC subsystem on a future flight mission. In addition, the tools were required to be applicable to a solar sail mission of characteristic given in Table 2 
Introduction
20 meters x 20 meters or greater e 20 g/m' (with scalability to 12 g/m2 for 1 O4 mz ) structural mechanics and dynamics mission concept was also provided of the deployed sail in a simulated as a reference mission for guidance space environment. The solicitation in design and scalability issues. called for a square sail
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The 12-month hardware development phase began in June 2003. In this phase both team are building and testing components and subsystems with IO-m quadrants. The most comprehensive of these tests will be when the respective teams deploy their integrated boom and sail subsystem in the LaRC 14-m vacuum facility in the first half of 2004. Following a successful second phase the teams will culminate their work in a twelve month system verification phase. In this phase both teams will build and test fully integrated 20-m sail systems that will be comprised of its launch packaging container, and an operational ACS subsystem. In the first half 2005, the respective teams will test their system in the 30-m thermal vacuum system at Glenn Research Center's Plumbrook Space Power Facility.
Applicabilitv to OSS Missions
The Sun Earth Connection (SEC) division of OSS has identified solar sail propulsion as an enabling technology' because it is the only propulsion system that can deliver several SEC mission payloads to their desired destinations. Figure 2 shows a roadmap of these missions and the Solar sail performance characteristics required. The axis on the left is the solar sail system areal density which is shown decreasing as the axis moves towards'the top of the plot while the bottom axis is time. The first two missions shown on this chart (Flight Validation and Geostorm) are missions that would provide the space validation and confidence that would enable the last four roadmap missions (Solar Polar Imager, L1 -Diamond, Particle Acceleration Solar Observatory, and Interstellar Probe). The first two of these missions are Mid-term mission and their mission requirements have strongly influenced the formulation and implementation of the previous described SSP work.
Future Directions
The SSP Project approach of providing near term verification of solar sails through the development of system level technology using ground testing and the development of subsystems, operations tools and computational models has began building a technological foundation that can be readily used by future programs (e.g., New Millennium Program) in their pursuit of providing space validation of this technology. 
